Oncological safety and cosmetic outcomes in oncoplastic breast conservation surgery, a review of the best level of evidence literature
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Abstract: Oncoplastic breast conservation surgery (OBCS) is increasingly becoming part of routine breast cancer surgical management. OBCS may be viewed as an extension of standard breast conservation surgery for resecting tumors of larger sizes without compromising on cosmetic outcome, or as an alternative to mastectomy. High quality evidence to support the oncological safety and benefits of OBCS is lacking. This review will focus on the best available level of evidence and address key issues regarding oncological safety in OBCS, such as tumor resection margins and re-excision rates, local recurrence and patient outcome, postoperative complications and adjuvant therapy delivery, and briefly discuss cosmetic outcome in OBCS. Comparative observational studies and systematic review report no poorer outcomes compared with standard breast conservation surgery. More evidence needs to be generated to support the oncological safety and improved aesthetic outcome. Prospective data collection will significantly contribute to the generation of stronger evidence.
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Introduction – OBCS: rationale, definition, trends and evidence for practice

Breast conservation treatment (BCT) defined as breast conservation surgery (BCS) with whole breast irradiation is the standard of care in the management of early breast cancer. The goal of BCT is tumor-free resection margins and good local control. An important secondary goal is a satisfactory cosmetic outcome as this is associated with both patient satisfaction and improved quality of life. Poor cosmetic outcomes can affect up to 40% of patients undergoing BCT. There are many factors influencing the ultimate cosmetic outcome, including host factors, adjuvant therapy administered, tumor location in breast; however, the percentage of breast volume excised is the single most important factor influencing cosmetic outcome. How the breast looks after treatment is important because of the correlation between cosmetic outcome and the patients’ anxiety and depression score, body image, sexuality and self-esteem.

In the past decade, BCT has evolved to ensure both adequate oncological resection and good cosmetic outcome for patients with larger tumors. Increasing utilization of neoadjuvant therapy to enable tumor shrinkage and allow BCT is one strategy. Oncoplastic BCS (OBCS) without or without neoadjuvant therapy facilitates tumor excision with a wide margin of resection followed by immediate reconstruction of the defect (partial breast reconstruction), thus preserving a natural breast shape in
woman and improving cosmetic outcome. Indications for OBCS include: anticipated poor cosmetic outcome with standard BCS (sBCS); large tumor in large breast; an alternative to mastectomy; or prevention of lymphedema, fibrosis and chronic pain that may be associated with irradiation in large-breasted woman. Additionally, as OBCS is increasingly being utilized as an alternative to mastectomy, with or without, immediate reconstruction, this approach may offer a lower complication rate compared with total mastectomy and reconstruction, particularly if radiotherapy is being given in the adjuvant setting. Potential benefits of this approach could be improved patient satisfaction, quality of life, as well as decreased health care costs compared with full breast reconstruction.

OBCS is defined as level 1 and 2 techniques. Level 1 oncoplastic techniques does not require specialist plastic surgical techniques and is used to prevent deformities for tumors excisions that are <20% of the breast volume and includes simple reshaping without skin excision and may require nipple recentralizing. Level 2 oncoplastic techniques should be considered when major volume loss is anticipated and are classified as volume displacement and volume replacement techniques. The majority of OBCS level 2 techniques utilize volume displacement techniques, which comprises tumor excision followed by reshaping of the breast parenchyma as well as reduction of the breast skin envelope. This is commonly referred to as therapeutic mammoplasty, and is often accompanied by a reduction of the contralateral breast to improve symmetry. Volume replacement OBCS techniques include latissimus dorsi (LD) myocutaneous flap, and various other pedicled flaps based on the use of intercostal artery or thoracodorsal artery perforators or a thoracoepigastric flap. Level 2 OBCS has traditionally been regarded as requiring specialized training in plastic surgical techniques.

OBCS has become widely accepted and adopted into routine clinical practice. Accurate national data on current utilization and practice of OBCS is limited. A recent study from the MD Anderson Cancer Center in the USA demonstrated that OBCS had a nearly fourfold increase in the percentage of all breast cancer surgeries performed (from 4% to 15%) between 2007 and 2014. In 2014, OBCS accounted for over 33% of all breast conservation surgeries. It is likely that similar increasing rates of OBCS procedures are being undertaken in Europe and the UK. The techniques of OBCS previously required either specialist oncoplastic training for breast surgeons or a combined approach by breast oncolgical surgeon and plastic surgeons. In the UK, at present, all general surgeons with a breast subspeciality interest require competency in mammoplasty techniques and involvement in pedicled flaps for certificate of completion of training (CCT). All newly appointed consultant breast surgeons in the UK will be competent in the techniques of mammoplasty.

Despite the widespread adoption of OBCS, there is limited high quality evidence to support the benefits of this approach. OBCS utilizes the principles of sBCS; however, the landmark prospective randomized trials that established the safety and efficacy of BCT mostly included patients with small tumors. Patients who were treated with OBCS often had larger tumors; in studies, over half the patients treated with OBCS had T2–T3 cancers. The evidence that cancers of these sizes can be safely treated with breast conservation is not robust in the classic prospective randomized trials. Only 599 patients with T2 cancers were randomized into the arm of breast conservation with radiotherapy in 3 trials published by van Dongen et al, Poggi et al and Fisher et al, although the latter had randomized up to 4 cm cancer size. Interestingly, patients with T1 cancers only were randomized by Veronesi et al and Arriagada et al. Hence, the classic randomized controlled trials do not provide sufficient evidence that breast conservation is safe in T2 cancers and above. Most published OBCS studies are small, single center, observational studies reporting (often inconsistent and heterogenous) outcomes. Comparative studies represent a higher level of evidence and currently this is the best available evidence. This literature review will examine the key issues in OBCS reported in observational comparative studies, including tumor resection margins and re-excision rates, local recurrence and patient outcome, postoperative complications and adjuvant therapy delivery, and briefly discuss cosmetic outcome in OBCS.

**Oncological safety: tumor resection margins and re-excision rates**

Involved resection margins are one of the most important factors associated with local recurrence after BCS and the standard surgical practice is to obtain clear margins even if this requires a second surgical procedure. The evidence base for surgical margins is continuously evolving and there is no universal consensus on what defines a positive margin. In the UK, most breast surgeons consider a 1 mm minimum clear radial margin for both ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) and invasive breast cancer. However, the Society of Surgical Oncology, the American Society for Radiation Oncology and the American Society of Clinical Oncology recently published a consensus statement on margins. This guidance differs from the Association of Breast Surgery guidance in
that they recommend a 2 mm excision margin for DCIS. Involved surgical margins occur in 20%–40% of all standard BCS and 1 in 5 BCS patients undergo a reoperation (including re-excision or completion mastectomy).25,29

OBCS allows wider oncological resections, and although wider negative margins are not associated with lower recurrence rates, advocates of OBCS argue that wider resections reduce positive margin rate and results in less re-excisions (or reoperations) compared with standard BCS.27,52 Re-excisions have the potential to delay adjuvant treatment, surgical complications and may compromise cosmetic outcome. Additionally, a further operation will cause stress for patients and their families, patient discomfort and increased health care costs.

Thirteen comparative studies have compared OBCS with a control group, examining rates of positive margin involvement and reoperation rates (Table 1).5,6,8,14,17,22,24,30,37,39,57 (PMID 26208579, 25121787). Not all studies report the positive margin rate and there is clear lack of consensus regarding the definition of positive margins. Additionally, not all studies report the re-excision or mastectomy conversion rate. Only 8 of these comparative studies report a statistically significant benefit in terms of negative margins and/or reoperation rate. The largest of these was a retrospective cohort study that included 1,177 patients treated with OBCS.3 The control arms included patients treated with sBCS (n=3,559), mastectomy only (n=3,263) and mastectomy plus immediate reconstruction (n=2,608). In terms of margin status, patients who underwent OBCS had significantly less positive or close margins (5.8%) compared with sBCS (8.3%, P=0.04); the study did not report on re-excisions or reoperation rates. Chakravorty et al reported significantly less re-excision and mastectomy conversion in OBCS patients (n=150) compared with sBCS (n=440).6 The remaining comparative studies reported significantly less tumor margin involvement and re-excision rates were limited by small patient numbers. Five comparative studies failed to demonstrate a benefit in terms of tumor-free margins and re-operations between OBCS and sBCS (Table 1).

A recent systematic review collectively evaluated over 5,000 patients treated with OBCS in 49 studies reported a weighted average positive margin rate of 10.8%, re-excision rate of 6.0% and conversion to mastectomy rate of 6.2%.13 This would suggest that the positive margin rate and subsequent re-operation rate is lower than sBCS. Other systematic reviews have failed to conclude on benefit of tumor-free margins and lower re-excision rates in OBCS given the diverse and heterogenous study reporting with variation in the frequency of margin involvement ranging between 0% and 36% of patients.25,41,68 Additionally, in patients with positive margins, the subsequent management varied with re-excision rates of 11%–75%, completion mastectomy rates of 8%–100%, no further treatment or radiotherapy boost to tumor bed in some studies.41 It is clear from the current literature that the wider resections resulting from OBCS procedures does not obviate positive tumor margins and that the management of involved margins is not standardized. Oncoplastic volume displacement procedures are the most commonly employed OBCS procedure and this can result in displacement of the mammary tissue and hamper subsequent re-excision of the tumor bed necessitating conversion to mastectomy to ensure oncological safety and adequate tumor excision.

Oncological safety – local recurrence and patient outcome

The Oxford overview demonstrates that 75% of local recurrences occur within 5 years of surgery and confirmed the observation that for every 4 local recurrences prevented by adjuvant radiotherapy, 1 breast cancer death was prevented (4:1 ratio); this highlights the importance of local control in terms of patient survival.12 Rates of breast cancer local recurrence are falling. A 1% annual rate was considered acceptable; however, reported rates are now <0.5% per annum.

Locoregional recurrence has historically been perceived as a failure of adequate local control; however, in the modern era, there is increasing recognition that locoregional recurrence is influenced by tumor biology. Meta-analysis has demonstrated that local recurrence after BCT for non-triple negative breast cancer have approximately halved the risk of local recurrence compared with triple negative breast cancer, and breast cancer subtype affects the number of locoregional events.4,35 Additionally, systemic therapy has a major impact on both local regional recurrence and distant recurrence.12,36

Patients treated with OBCS often have larger breast tumors. T2–T3 tumors comprise over half the OBCS patients treated in many studies.10,22,37–40,45,49,55,58,62 Large tumor size is a poor prognostic marker and may be a marker of time in situ or accelerated tumor growth and biological aggressiveness. It remains poorly defined whether OBCS represents an extension of the application of sBCS to larger tumors or whether a mastectomy was turned into conservation surgery with oncoplastic techniques. We recently compared the histopathological features of patients treated with OBCS, sBCS and mastectomy, with or without, immediate reconstruction (M±IR) in 1,000 consecutive operable breast cancer patients.37 Tumor size, grade, nodal status and hormone receptor expression were all significantly different from sBCS, being less favorable in all aspects after OBCS. The histological results
Table 1 Comparative studies analyzing resection margin involvement and reoperation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country/institution</th>
<th>No of cases</th>
<th>Margin definition</th>
<th>Positive (+) margin rate</th>
<th>Re-excision rate</th>
<th>Mastectomy conversion rate</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaur et al&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Italy/European Institute of Oncology</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>3.3%+</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>OBCS better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giacalone et al&lt;sup&gt;12&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>France/University Hospital Montpellier</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>10%+</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>OBCS better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chakravorty et al&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>UK/The Royal Marsden Hospital</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>33% close</td>
<td>3.3% close</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>OBCS better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down et al&lt;sup&gt;17&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>UK/Norfolk and Norwich Univ. Hosp</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>OBCS better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazouni et al&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>France/Institut Gustave-Roussy</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>OBCS better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulcelik et al&lt;sup&gt;24&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Turkey/Ankara Oncology Hospital</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>OBCS better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenoisky et al&lt;sup&gt;32&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>USA/University of Kansas</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>OBCS better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losken et al&lt;sup&gt;33&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>USA/Emory University Hospital</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>OBCS better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown et al&lt;sup&gt;31&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>USA/Virginia Medical Center</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>OBCS better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansell et al&lt;sup&gt;38&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>UK/Victoria &amp; Western Infirmary</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>OBCS better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Lorenzi et al&lt;sup&gt;15&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Italy/European Institute of Oncology</td>
<td>454&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>OBCS better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chauhan et al&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>India/Base Hospital Delhi</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>OBCS better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter et al&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>USA-Univ. of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center</td>
<td>1177&lt;sup&gt;**&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>10%+</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>OBCS better</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: All studies detailed level 2 oncoplastic techniques as described by Clough et al.<sup>9</sup> Margin definition: (a) negative, >2 mm between tumor cells and edge; positive (+), tumor cells at cut edge, <2 mm between tumor cells and edge; (b) positive if <5 mm clear margin; (c) positive if <1 mm for invasive and <2 mm DCIS; (d) no ink on invasive tumor or DCIS; (e) positive if <2 mm clear margin; (f) positive if <1 mm clear margin. <sup>10</sup>OBCS techniques were not clearly defined and may have included level 1 oncoplastic techniques. <sup>9</sup>Control group included sBCS and mastectomy, with or without, immediate reconstruction. Abbreviations: OBCS, oncoplastic breast conservation surgery; DCIS, ductal carcinoma in situ; nd, not defined; sBCS, standard breast conservation surgery.
(and adjuvant therapy application) were similar in patients treated with Mx ± IR and OBCS. The striking similarities between OBCS and mastectomy patients’ histopathology results suggests that, when analyzing recurrence rates and survival, this should be compared with both mastectomy and sBCS patients.

There is a lack of high level evidence supporting the oncological safety of OBCS in terms of local recurrence, patient disease-free survival (DFS) and breast cancer-specific survival. Prospective randomized trials are unlikely to ever be undertaken, given the complex ethical considerations. The current best available evidence is level 3, observational studies with control groups. To date, 8 comparative studies have been published that report on recurrence rates and survival, the ultimate measures of oncological safety (Table 2). Only 3 studies included local recurrence rates and survival compared with mastectomy patients and most studies are limited in terms of follow-up time.

Chakravorty et al reported equivalent safety in a retrospective comparative study that compared OBCS with sBCS. The OBCS group included significantly larger tumors, higher grade and more patients had received neoadjuvant chemotherapy. However, the OBCS also included a significant greater number of patients with noninvasive breast cancer. There was no difference in the adjuvant treatment therapy given and no significant difference in local relapse rates (OBCS 2.7% vs sBCS 2.2%) or distant relapse (1.3% OBCS vs 7.5% sBCS) at median follow-up of 28 months. Mazouni et al compared sBCS with OBCS after primary chemotherapy in a retrospective study with median follow-up of 46 months. They reported no significant difference in 5-year overall survival (OS; 96.2% OBCS vs 94.2% sBCS) or relapse-free survival (92.7% OBCS vs 92% sBCS). The groups were equivalent in terms of tumor size, grade, nodal disease; however, the OBCS had significantly less HER2 positive patients, more ER+, suggesting better breast cancer subtypes. Gulcelik et al performed a prospective study comparing quadrantectomy to therapeutic mammoplasty with a median follow-up of 33 months and reported no difference in DFS or OS. Between the groups, there was no significant difference in tumor size, ER status, HER2 status and adjuvant treatment given, although the study failed to detail tumor grade and nodal involvement in the 2 groups.

The largest comparative study is a retrospective single-institution study that included 9,861 consecutive patients diagnosed between 2007 and 2014 with a median follow-up of 3.4 years. Four groups were included: sBCS (n=3,559), OBCS (n=1,177), mastectomy only (Mx) (n=3,263) and
mastectomy plus immediate reconstruction (Mx + IR) (n=2,608). Compared with sBCS (n=3,559), patients undergoing OBCS (n=1,177) had more aggressive diseases. There was no difference in the proportion of hormone receptor positive or triple negative patients in the OBCS group; however, they were significantly younger in age, had larger tumors, more advanced disease stages, higher tumor grade, higher incidence of multifocality, node positivity, LVI, more HER2 positivity, more adjuvant chemotherapy administered and surprisingly less adjuvant hormonal therapy and adjuvant radiotherapy. Despite the marked differences in the clinicopathological features between sBCS and OBCS groups, there was no difference in 3-year OS (95.8% OBCS vs 96.8% sBCS) and recurrence-free survival (94.6% OBCS vs 96.1% sBCS).

Comparing patients undergoing Mx + IR (n=2,608) with OBCS, noninvasive breast cancer and stage 0 was statistically more frequent in the Mx + IR group, although there was no difference between Mx + IR and OBCS in nodal stage or triple negative breast cancer. Mx + IR patients compared with OBCS did have higher grade tumors, higher incidence of multifocality, higher LVI, lower proportion of hormone receptor positivity, and higher number of HER2 positive tumors. More Mx + IR patients received adjuvant chemotherapy. Patients undergoing Mx + IR had significantly better 3-year OS (97.7% Mx + IR vs 95.8% OBCS, P=0.0007) and recurrence-free survival (96.6% Mx + IR vs 94.6% OBCS, P=0.01). The authors accounted this difference in outcome to the larger proportion of patients with in situ or stage 0 disease in the Mx + IR group. The authors did not perform a direct statistical analysis comparing demographics of OBCS to Mx (n=3,263), although Mx patients had the most advanced stage disease in the cohort, including 5% with metastatic disease. Unsurprisingly, the Mx had the worst patient outcome of all the groups. In multivariate analysis, when comparing surgical procedures, only Mx was significantly different from OBCS, with a hazard ratio over 2 times that of OBCS for death or recurrence. The authors concluded that OBCS does not disadvantage patients in terms of short-term outcomes when compared to sBCS or Mx. While this is the largest comparative study performed, the follow-up period in this study is too short to be truly meaningful in terms of local/distant recurrence or survival, especially given the heterogenous tumor pathology between the unmatched groups.

We analyzed 5-year local recurrence and distant recurrence rates in our cohort of consecutive treated operable breast cancer patients. Patients were treated with OBCS (n=104), sBCS (n=558) and Mx ± IR (n=318).38 Within the OBCS group, patients were younger and tumor size, grade, nodal status and hormone receptor expression were all significantly different from sBCS, being less favorable in all aspects after OBCS. The histological results (and adjuvant therapy application) were similar in patients treated with Mx ± IR and OBCS. There was no statistical difference in 5-year local recurrence rates between the 3 groups (2% OBCS, 3.4% sBCS, 2.6% Mx ± IR). In terms of distant recurrence, rates were significantly higher after Mx ± IR and OBCS (13.1% Mx ± IR, 7.5% OBCS, 3.3% sBCS, P<0.001). The higher rates of distant recurrence after OBCS, compared with sBCS, most likely reflects the more advanced cancer pathology and biological aggressiveness in this group, and does not indicate that OBCS is unsafe oncologically; rather it needs to be compared with patients who undergo surgery for similar tumor pathology. Hence distant recurrence rates after mastectomy and OBCS were more alike.

A weakness of the above comparative studies is that the control groups were not matched and it was therefore difficult to make conclusions about oncological safety and patient outcome, given the heterogenous tumor pathology. De Lorenzi et al, published 2 case-matched studies comparing OBCS to sBCS and mastectomy for primary invasive breast cancer patients diagnosed in a single institution between 2000 and 2008.4,15 In the first study, OBCS (n=454) was compared with sBCS (n=908). Age at surgery, year of surgery and tumor size (including T1–T4) were the variables used for matching. In terms of clinicopathological features between the 2 groups, there was no significant differences in tumor histological type, grade, lymph node status, surgical margin involvement, tumor subtype (luminal A, B, ER+/HER2+, HER2 enriched and triple negative), presence of perivascular invasion and adjuvant systemic therapy administered. The OBCS group had significantly more patients with multifocal disease. The median follow-up was 7.2 years. The OS was similar (91.4% OBCS vs 91.3% sBCS at 10 years). The incidence of local recurrence was slightly higher on the OBCS group (3.2% vs 1.8% at 5 years; 6.7% vs 4.4% at 10 years) but this was not statistically significant, and regional and distant events were similar between the groups. In the second study, OBCS (n=193) was compared with mastectomy (n=386) in patients with T2 (2–5 cm) invasive breast cancers. Over 90% of mastectomy patients had immediate reconstruction performed. Cases were matched using age at surgery, year of surgery and tumor subtype. In the mastectomy group, tumor multifocality was more frequent and tumors were significantly larger than in the oncoplastic group. For all other clinicopathological features not used in the matching algorithm, the two groups were well balanced. The median
follow-up was 7.4 years. There was no significant difference in OS, 87.3% (OBCS) and 87.1% (Mx) at 10 years. DFS was similar in both groups: 60.9% (OBCS) and 56.3% (Mx) at 10 years. The incidence of local events was slightly higher in the OBCS group (7.3 vs 3% at 10 years), whereas the incidence of regional events was slightly higher in the mastectomy group. These differences were not statistically significant. The oncoplastic procedures described in both these studies were quite heterogenous involving advancement of glandular flaps, which suggests level 1 oncoplastic surgery only. Nevertheless, these 2 retrospective studies, which include a large series of patients with matched control groups, provide the best available evidence that OBCS is a safe treatment option for early breast cancer patients.

Oncological safety – complications and delivery of adjuvant therapy

Depending on the technique of OBCS applied, procedures can be complicated and lengthy, and potentially associated with relatively high postoperative complication rates.14,21,42,44,49 A recent systematic review of OBCS reported postoperative complications occurred in 14.3% of patients, including liponecrosis (3.3%), skin necrosis (0.5%), hematoma (2.5%), seroma (1.0%), delayed wound healing (2.2%), nipple necrosis (0.4%) and/or infection (1.9%).13

Most studies comparing OBCS with sBCS have reported no difference in surgical complications between the groups.17 Carter et al compared complication rates in 9,861 patients treated with sBCS, OBCs, Mastectomy only (Mx) and mastectomy plus immediate reconstruction (Mx + IR).5 OBCS had a lower seroma rate (13%) than sBCS but wound-related complications (4.8%) were statistically higher in OBCS. OBCS and sBCS had similar hematoma (2%) and surgical site infection (4.5%). Interestingly, compared with Mx + IR, OBCS had significantly lower wound-related complications, surgical site infections and haematomas. Reporting and classification of surgical complications is highly variable, the Clavien Dindo classification (CDC) is a validated and simple system used in general and oncological surgery.16 A modified CDC to evaluate postoperative morbidity in breast cancer patients has been validated and may be a useful tool for standardization of complication reporting in future clinical studies.46 The ongoing TeaM (Therapeutic mammoplasty) multicenter study in the UK is a research collaborative prospective data collection of current practice. Its primary aim is to evaluate current practice and outcomes of therapeutic mammoplasty in the UK, and its primary outcome is an unplanned reoperation for complications within 30 days of the procedure. Secondary outcomes include unplanned readmission to hospital, re-excision of margins, and time to adjuvant therapy.1 The results of this will provide valuable information on current OBCS (specifically therapeutic mammoplasty) practice and complications.

Radiotherapy is an essential component of breast conservation treatment and delaying radiotherapy beyond 8 weeks has been demonstrated to have a detrimental effect on local recurrence.28,48 There is also evidence that delaying chemotherapy beyond 3 months following surgery may have a detrimental outcome in older patients.20 Current UK guidelines recommend that adjuvant treatment (chemotherapy or radiotherapy) should be commenced as soon as clinically possible within 31 days of completion of surgery.18

Tenofsky et al compared OBCS with sBCS and reported a higher rate of nonhealing wounds in the OBCS group, although this did not prolong time to radiation therapy in the OBCS.37 Concern regarding accurate delivery of radiotherapy boost to the tumor bed, given the breast parenchymal rearrangement inherent to the majority of OBCS, has been raised. No studies have reported cases where the tumor bed could not be localized for boost therapy. Tumor bed marking with clips is underreported in studies, but clips and good communication between oncoplastic breast surgeon and radiotherapist are essential to aid accurate tumor bed boost.51

We examined whether OBCS (n=31) led to a delay in adjuvant chemotherapy compared with sBCS (n=66), mastectomy (n=56) or mastectomy and immediate reconstruction (n=16).31 Time between multidisciplinary team decision to offer chemotherapy and delivery of first cycle was measured and compared among the groups. We found no significant difference between the groups, and the median time to adjuvant therapy for OBCS was 29 days, concluding that OBCS seems safe in terms of adjuvant chemotherapy delivery. This is in keeping with other studies that show no delay in time to adjuvant treatment.32–34,40,49,53,54,58 A few studies have reported a delay in time to adjuvant therapy.10,21,42,44 Published data on the oncological safety of mastectomy followed by immediate reconstruction is much more robust than that of OBCS. The evidence for any potential delay of adjuvant chemotherapy after immediate reconstruction is conflicting.50,66,69 Nevertheless, authors agree that even if some delay occurs, it is unlikely to influence prognosis significantly after mastectomy and reconstruction.

Cosmetic outcomes in OBCS

Multiple oncoplastic techniques have been introduced into conservation surgery, the Wise pattern mastopexy, followed
by the round block and LD volume replacement are the most commonly utilized in studies. Systematic review among 25 studies evaluated the cosmetic outcome of OBCS patients (n=1,962). OBCS achieved excellent, good, fair or poor outcomes in 55.2%, 31.0%, 9.4% and 4.4% of patients, respectively. Most studies report good cosmetic outcome after OBCS in nearly 90% of patients. However, variation in how cosmetic outcome was evaluated, reporting with non-validated assessment tools and timing of evaluation for cosmetic outcome is heterogenous. Evaluation of cosmetic outcome should be performed at least 2 years postoperatively to allow for long-term effects of radiation therapy.

Patient self-evaluation is a valuable assessment because the subjective experience of the patient is central to assessment of quality of life; however, patients frequently report better scores than professionals. Panel-evaluation is also a reliable alternative. Breast retraction assessment is the only true objective method of measuring changes in symmetry. Haloua et al suggest a combination of cosmetic assessments will produce the most reliable results. Clough et al undertook a prospective study (n=101) and evaluated cosmetic outcome using an independent panel format and after a follow-up period of 2 years. Favorable cosmetic outcome was reported in 82% of patients. Veiga et al performed a prospective study to assess OBCS on patient quality of life and self-esteem (n=45). A matched (BMI, age, demographic and oncological details) control group of sBCS patients (n=42) was used. Validated patient questionnaires were completed at 6 and 12 months. At postoperative 12 months, the OBCS group reported significantly better health status than the control group with regard to physical functioning, health perception, vitality, self-esteem, social functioning, role emotional and mental health. Compared with preoperatively, the OBCS group scores were significantly higher at 12 months postoperative for 7 of the 8 dimensions of the Short Form-36. They also assessed aesthetic outcome using patient scores and panel assessment with standardized photographs at 6 and 12 months postoperatively. Patients in both the OBCS and sBCS scored the aesthetic outcome better than physicians. Panelists and patients considered the aesthetic outcomes of the OBCS better than sBCS.

Timing of contralateral symmetrising procedures is variable in studies. De Lorenzi et al performed simultaneous contralateral reduction mastopexy in 67% of OBCS undertaken. Advocates of delayed symmetrising procedures argue that poor cosmetic results occur as a result of radiotherapy change in the treated breast.

### Conclusion

OBCS is increasingly becoming a part of breast cancer routine practice and most likely results in an improved cosmetic outcome. The level of evidence supporting OBCS oncological safety is low; however, well-conducted level 3 studies report no poorer outcomes compared with sBCS. It is likely that OBCS patients represent a significant number of patients who have avoided a mastectomy - this should be considered when examining patient survival outcomes with attention to tumor biology. More evidence needs to be generated to support the oncological safety and improved aesthetic outcome.

Prospective data collection, including nationwide audits such as the TeaM trial will significantly contribute to the generation of stronger evidence.
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